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ice cream, are largely responsible for my
lifelong love of science and the stars.
Christopher Bryan Jones
chris@ custom-media.com

Growing up in Alabama, I had many
chances to visit Huntsville’s U.S. Space
& Rocket Center, a research park and
museum that serves as the official visitor
center for the George C. Marshall Space
Flight Center, the largest facility of
the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA).
It was fascinating to walk among
artifacts of the US space program, such
as the Apollo 16 command module and
the F-1 engines of the Saturn V rockets
that propelled that program. There were
also hands-on exhibits, simulators, one
of the early Omnimax theaters—the
predecessor to today’s IMAX—and even
Space Camp, a weeklong experience
of what it would be like to become an
astronaut. Everything a kid growing up
in the early 1980s with a curiosity about
space would want was there.
Those weekends spent at this amazing
facility, where I first ate freeze-dried

INSPIRATION
When I heard that seven Japanese students
had been sponsored by ACCJ Corporate
Sustaining Member (CSM) Northrop
Grumman Corporation to attend this
year’s Space Camp, I felt a hint of nostalgia.
I also felt happy to know that—in an age
of insufficient funding for schools and
questions about their adequacy—forwardthinking businesses are devoting resources
to science education.
Prior to helming The ACCJ Journal, I lent
my writing, editing, and marketing skills to
an international program of the US National
Space Society called Enterprise in Space
(EIS). The goal of the ongoing EIS program
is to design, engineer, and build an orbiter
that will carry 100 student experiments into
space and return them to Earth.
At the heart of this is STEM, an acronym
for science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics that has become a centerpiece
of curricula designed to prepare students
for the changing nature of jobs.
To be more accurate, EIS is powered
by STEAM, which adds arts to science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics.
This focus on education—together with

EDITOR’S DESK

ROCKET
SCIENCE
the aforementioned fascination with the
stars (and my love of science fiction)—is
what attracted me to the program. And,
as a trained classical musician and former
designer, the arts element is also something
in which I strongly believe.
EXPLORATION
For this issue of The ACCJ Journal, I
wanted to learn more about how STEM
in general and the trip to Space Camp in
particular are bringing US and Japanese
students together. So, I talked to Northrop
Grumman as well as another of our
CSMs, Dow Chemical Japan Ltd., who
has a team of employee ambassadors who
volunteer their time to inspire students—
especially girls—to pursue careers in STEM
fields. I also talked to representatives of
NASA and JAXA—the Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency.
The work these organizations are doing,
which you can read about on page 20,
reminded me of why I got involved with
EIS, and why I’m proud to have been
able to contribute, in some small way, to
STEM education. n
A flagship publication of the American
Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ),
The ACCJ Journal is a business magazine
with a 55-year history.
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Future Forward

PRESIDENT

By Sachin N. Shah
ACCJ President

W

elcome back after the summer. I hope you are feeling
refreshed and ready for the many exciting things in
store through the remainder of 2018.
As I mentioned in my column last month, this is a significant
year for the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ)
as we celebrate our 70th anniversary. It is a key moment to
strengthen our foundation for the next 70 years and to make
changes to ensure we are positioned for sustainable growth,
improve the member value proposition, and continue to deliver
on our important mission in a changing environment.

PILLARS OF CHANGE
Advocacy on behalf of US businesses in Japan continues to be
an important area of the chamber’s focus. This year, the ACCJ is
prioritizing five cross-cutting advocacy themes that are key to
unlocking Japan’s growth potential:

MEMBERS FIRST
The ACCJ embarked on a major initiative this year—the
Membership Value Project (MVP)—to ensure the chamber
is well-positioned to meet the needs of our growing and
diverse membership.
Your feedback has been critical throughout this process.
A proposal to rebalance dues and enhance member benefits
and value for money while enabling strategic investments in our
capabilities is now being reviewed by the board of governors.
A key opportunity for members to become involved in
the chamber is the Ordinary General Meeting (OGM), to
be held October 23 from 6:30 p.m. at Tokyo American Club.
The OGM is the opportunity for voting members to come
together to discuss matters critical to the future of the ACCJ
and to vote for their choice of candidates for the chamber’s
governors and officers. Members will also hear reports from
the treasurer and executive director, and I will share my State
of the Chamber report.
We have also moved forward with several changes to
improve service to members and committee leaders. Photos
and key information can now be uploaded to committee
pages. This increases transparency in our processes and
provides visibility into committee activities. An updated
Leadership Guide is also available on the ACCJ website.
Earlier this year, we shared details about two new programs
that give a greater voice to leaders from companies of all
sizes into the chamber’s activities: the Small Company CEO
Advisory Council and the F500 CEO Advisory Council.
The Small Company Council is working closely with the
Taxation Committee to address the unintended consequences
of US 2017 tax legislation for small business owners in Japan.
Meanwhile, the F500 Council held its second meeting at
the end of July focusing on needed reform of Japan’s work
force productivity.

Work is underway on all five. The Healthcare Committee and
its subcommittees are working to move forward with financial
services-related committees to develop a multiple-stakeholder
blueprint for the future sustainability of Japan’s healthcare and
retirement system. These efforts highlight the power of a crosscommittee approach to find common ground and advance
debate on one of Japan’s biggest challenges and opportunities.
Digital Economy is another area of cross-committee activity.
In July, the chamber co-hosted the 9th US–Japan Cooperation
Dialogue on the Internet Economy in Washington, DC together
with Keidanren, the Japan Business Federation. Topics critical to
the future of government–industry collaboration were discussed,
an overview of which you will find on page 15.
An additional point of high-level contact with the Japanese
government—the annual Diet Doorknock—is coming up in
October. For the past 23 years, these meetings with Diet members,
Cabinet ministers, vice-ministers, and heads of regulatory bodies
have served as an effective avenue for the ACCJ to communicate
its priority issues. We expect this year’s Diet Doorknock to be the
most strategic and productive yet, and we will update you on the
results in a future issue of The ACCJ Journal.

1. US–Japan Economic Partnership
2. Digital Economy
3. Health and Retirement
4. Tourism, Sports, and Hospitality
5. Workforce Productivity

LET’S CELEBRATE!
Lastly, I would like to invite you to help celebrate the chamber’s
history of achievements and our look to the future at the 70th
anniversary party, to be held on October 16 at the Grand Hyatt
Tokyo. Look for more information on the ACCJ website and in
the weekly Insider newsletter.
Our past is a record to be proud of, but our most exciting
and productive years are to come. I’m honored to be ACCJ
president during this special year and to have the opportunity
to work with so many of you to shape that future. As always, I
welcome your questions or comments.
Please contact me at sshah@accj.or.jp n
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ACCJ
EVENTS

2

1

3

4

1 ACCJ Executive Director Laura Younger thanks ACCJ real estate agent
and ACCJ member James Fink, senior managing director at Halifax Associates,
for his support with the ACCJ’s decision on office location. The ACCJ will
remain in its present location for the next five years. We would like to thank
James for being the ACCJ’s guide through this process.

2 Littler Mendelson P.C. special counsel Aki Tanaka and shareholder
Trent Sutton receive certificates of appreciation from ACCJ-Chubu
Women in Business Chair Nao Geisler (left) and Vice-Chair Erin Sakakibara
after their presentation “Reforming the Workplace: An Update on
Japan’s Current Labor and Employment Law and How Japan Compares
to Other Global Economies” on July 10 at Hilton Nagoya.

3 The ACCJ-Kansai women’s networking event Bella Nova Night #17 was
held at Servcorp in Umeda Hilton Plaza West on August 3. Mari Nogami,
executive officer and vice president of the respiratory business unit at
AstraZeneca K.K. (left), was the Bella Nova Spotlight.
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4 The ACCJ-Kansai Women in Business Committee (WIB) celebrated
its 10th anniversary on July 23 at the Conrad Osaka. ACCJ President
Sachin N. Shah, former Vice President-Kansai (2006–2009)
Michael Bobrove, as well as the first and second WIB-Kansai Chairs
Mari Nogami and Mie Kitano, current WIB-Kansai Chair
Mary Anne Jorgensen, and members and supporters of the
WIB-Kansai Committee through the years attended.

5 ACCJ board member Douglas L. Hymas, Japan country executive
at The Bank of New York Mellon (back left), held a workshop entitled
“Looking to 2020: Leading & Building High Performance Teams the
Millennial Way” at the Eli Lilly Japan K.K. office in Kobe on July 27.
During the workshop, participants were separated into three groups
to discuss the generation gap and how to manage it in the workplace.

6 Former US Ambassador to Guinea-Bissau James Zumwalt, CEO of
Sasakawa Peace Foundation USA, gave a presentation entitled
“US–Japan Relations: The View from Washington” on July 27
at Grand Hyatt Tokyo.
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held October 16 at the
Grand Hyatt Tokyo.
Watch Insider for more details.

UPCOMING EVENTS
6

8

Please visit www.accj.or.jp for a complete list
of upcoming ACCJ events or check our weekly
e-newsletter, The ACCJ Insider.
• SEPTEMBER 5

The Mission of AMED:
Data Sharing Beyond Borders
• SEPTEMBER 10

Beyond 2020: The Development of Tokyo in
the Build-up to—and after—the Olympics
• SEPTEMBER 11
9

7 Mari Noda (center), professor in the Department of East Asian Languages
and Literatures at The Ohio State University, spoke about successful communi
cations across cultures on July 25 at Hilton Nagoya. She was thanked by
ACCJ-Chubu Aerospace Industry Committee Co-Chairs Greg Robinson
and Hiro Shinohara (right) and ACCJ-Chubu Vice President Ray Proper.

8 Brian White, in-country program manager for Japan F-35 at Lockheed Martin
(center), led the fourth event in the Young Professionals Mentorship on July 25
at Hilton Nagoya.

9 The ACCJ-Kansai Membership Relations Committee (MRC) held a panel
discussion on living, studying, and working in Japan at Tacuba Mexican
Restaurant in Umeda on July 27. Twenty US students from the AIG High School
Diplomats Program attended, and MRC Chair Ken Shimabuku (front, third
from right) moderated the panel that included ACCJ-Kansai External Affairs
Committee member Alberto Servin (front left) and ACCJ-Kansai Women
in Business Committee member Kina Jackson (front, second from right).

International Forum of Independent Audit
Regulators (IFIAR) Executive Director
Carl Renner Luncheon: IFIAR’s View
from Tokyo
• SEPTEMBER 13

2018 Kansai Women in Business Summit
• SEPTEMBER 20

Value-focused Model-informed Drug
Discovery and Development (MID3)
Strategies Key to Future Health Policy

facebook.com/The.ACCJ
twitter.com/AmChamJapan
youtube.com/user/AmChamJapan
linkedin.com/company/
american-chamber-of-commerce-in-japan
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CHUBU

Creating
Innovative Teams
Keys to building successful companies
By George Van Horn

PHOTOS: GEORGE VAN HORN

M

odern workplaces require
numerous skills, but some are
more important than others.
Among those at the top of the list
are collaboration, creativity, critical
thinking, and problem solving.
Providing an environment that fosters
these is an important aspect of leading
a company through evolution and
growth. On June 7 at WINC Aichi,
Conrad Heraud of Heraud Associates
Ltd. spoke to American Chamber of
Commerce in Japan (ACCJ) members
and guests about one of the most critical
skills: innovative thinking.
Based in Tokyo, Heraud Associates
offers management development and
consulting, drawing on their skills as
“specialists in innovative thinking”
to provide innovation auditing, build
competency in innovative thinking, and
help companies establish an environ
ment that fosters innovation.

THE PROCESS
Innovative teams are the linchpin
of any company seeking to bring
new perspectives to how it conducts
business. Creating an environment
conducive to innovative thinking is
key—but it isn’t always easy.
“Few [team] members like to
volunteer ideas, and that leaves team
leaders to think that they have to
come up with the ideas,” said Heraud,
who added that this reluctance arises
from a lack of confidence in eventual
success. When such fear is present,
quashing ideas becomes the norm, and
that can kill motivation or result in
only incremental progress being made.
Generating ideas is a process, not an
event, Heraud explained. “Innovative
thinking is just a skill that needs to
be developed, so that thinking of 10 to
20 ideas becomes easy instead of the
typical three to four.”

Among the eight techniques of inno
vative thinking that Heraud explained
to the audience is identifying informa
tion from the right data, a key step that
allows value to be gleaned and new
ideas generated, modified, and tried.
Heraud also suggested a way of
presenting concepts: introduce the idea,
show the benefits, understand the value
created, and only then modify the idea to
fix any problems that might be detected.
The talk concluded with Heraud,
most of the members, and guests
adjourning to a local pub to network
and ponder whether the next event
should be about innovative beverages. n

Creating an environment
conducive to innovative
thinking is key
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Safe and Swift
US Global Entry program makes business travel easier
By C Bryan Jones

E

ntry into the United States can be time consuming.
Aiming to make the process easier for business travelers,
US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) has announced
that its Global Entry (GE) program now allows for Enrollment
on Arrival (EOA), eliminating the need for a GE applicant to
schedule an interview at an enrollment center to complete the
application process.
The first step to gaining access to EOA and making trips to
the United States easier is to become a member of GE. For this,
an initial interview is required. CBP officers will be coming
to Japan in September for the purpose of conducting these
in-person enrollment interviews, which will take place at the
American Center Japan in Akasaka September 10–13 and at the
Tokyo office of the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan
(ACCJ) on September 14.
WHAT IS GE?
Designed to be quick and efficient, GE provides convenience
and added security for travelers. The goal is to speed up the
process of entering the United States and to allow participation
in the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Pre-Check
program, which expedites screening through TSA checkpoints
at participating airports.
The special GE enrollment in Japan is open to US citizens
and lawful permanent residents (US Green Card holders) and
Japanese citizens over the age of 14. Japanese citizens that do
not hold a Green Card will need to obtain a promotional code
from the CBP Attaché office.
Created and administered by CBP, GE allows pre-approved
travelers to bypass the regular US passport control line and
proceed directly to a GE kiosk. GE travelers activate the kiosk
by inserting their passport or US permanent resident card
into a document reader. The kiosk will prompt the traveler to
provide fingerprints, which will be compared with information
on file, and to answer all customs declaration questions using
the touchscreen. A photograph will also be taken. GE members
are not required to fill out a paper customs declaration form.

Upon completion of the automated processing, the kiosk will
generate a transaction receipt, which must be presented to a
CBP officer when exiting the inspection area.
Key highlights of GE membership are:
n
n
n
n
n

Automated and quick CBP entry processing
No more paper customs declaration forms
Mutual benefits with Japan and some other countries
Availability at all major US international airports
Eligibility to participate in the TSA’s Pre-Check program

APEC BUSINESS TRAVELER CARD
Once approved as a GE member, bona fide US businesspersons
engaged in business in the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) region—and US government officials actively engaged in
APEC business within the APEC region—are eligible for the US
APEC Business Traveler Card (ABTC). This voluntary program
allows participants to access fast-track immigration lanes at
participating airports in foreign APEC member economies. The
US ABTC is valid for three years and costs $70.
Those wishing to receive an ABTC must be a member of a
CBP-trusted traveler program such as GE. Participation in both
GE and ABTC can be applied for at the same time. Current GE
members may apply for the ABTC through their GE account and
take advantage of the in-person interview enrollment events to
have their signatures captured.
Note that the United States is currently not participating in the
pre-clearance/visa aspect of the card, so US ABTC cardholders
will not be able to use that feature at this time and will continue
to be responsible for getting appropriate visas, where required.
The ACCJ is pleased to be hosting interviews
for applicants of the CBP and ABTC programs,
both of which provide great benefit to our
US citizen, US permanent-resident, and
Japanese members. n

For questions about Global Entry and
the APEC Business Traveler Card,
contact CBP Attaché Brendan O’ Hearn at:

brendan.ohearn@dhs.gov
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ADVOCACY

Driving Data
The keys to a successful
internet economy
By the ACCJ Digital Economy Committee

D

ata is what drives our modern
economy, and its flow increases
each year. Because data is trans
mitted across physical borders with
ease, it cannot be regulated by national
or regional rules—at least in theory.
In reality, a complex tangle of
challenges comes into play, including
national motives and security, main
tenance of government systems, and
human rights protection. A number of
countries—including Brunei, China,
Indonesia, Nigeria, Russia, and Vietnam—
are already moving to enact and enforce
data localization laws. Digital economy
policy is becoming a national priority
around the globe, and digitization is
transforming our world in remarkable
ways day by day.
On July 23, the American Chamber
of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ) and
Keidanren—the Japan Business
Federation—jointly hosted the 9th
US–Japan Cooperation Dialogue on the
Internet Economy. Opening remarks
were given by Richard Holbrook Jr.,
partner at law firm Crowell and Moring
LLP, Yoshio Takeyama, chairman of
Keidanren’s subcommittee on informa
tion and telecommunication policy,
and ACCJ Digital Economy Committee
Co-Chair Yoshitaka Sugihara.
A key conclusion to come out of the
dialogue is that, based on fundamental
awareness of the importance of the
digital economy, the United States and
Japan should:
n
n
n
n

Secure cyberspace
Abolish local data regulations
Harmonize personal data rules
Construct a global system

There is great opportunity for the
governments of the United States and
Japan to lead the way by working with
the private sector on cybersecurity
measures, building strong relationships
that include the sharing of best practices
in the cybersecurity field, and driving
more extensive capacity building.
SECURING CYBERSPACE
To this end, a session was held to discuss
the prospect for future internet policy
issues while another government–
industry joint session explored how the
two sides can work together to ensure
an environment in which data can be
used with peace of mind.
Robert Strayer, deputy assistant
secretary for cyber and international
communications and information policy
at the US Department of State, Mabito
Yoshida, director-general of the Global
Strategy Bureau of the Ministry of
Internal Affairs and Communications,
and Hiroshi Yoshida, deputy directorgeneral for IT strategy at the Ministry
of Economy, Trade and Industry were
among the high-level officials from the
US and Japanese governments who
spoke at the government–industry
joint session.
It was pointed out that the state-led
approach cannot be the mainstream,
and that the private sector must be the
curators of data policy, citing crossborder privacy rules as an example

of important private partnership. And
while government officials did not
precisely outline what ideal private sector
engagement would look like, they did note
that the private sector must take an active
leadership role in promoting the free flow
of data and its security.
LOCAL DATA
This free flow is critical because the digital
economy is built on the instant cross-border
exchange of data. Ensuring this flow remains
uninterrupted is a prerequisite to enabling
everyone to enjoy its benefits on a global
scale. Regulations that require data to be
stored inside a country work against this
and can act as non-tariff barriers that
impose additional costs and excessive
business risks on companies. Such rules
can also impede economic growth in the
regulating country, and the impact on
small and medium-sized enterprises and
startups trying to use digital technology to
launch themselves into global markets is
especially severe.
The Electronic Commerce chapter of the
Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement
for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP)
agreement—also known as the TPP11—
contains high-level standards that ensure
free cross-border transfer of information
and prohibit requiring servers and other
computing facilities to be located on a party’s
own territory. Although the United States
is not part of the CPTPP, its government—
together with Japan—should press for these

The state-led approach cannot be the mainstream . . .
the private sector must be the curators of data policy
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standards while also cooperating with
other countries to urge the easing
or abolition of counter-regulations.
This would help prevent excessive
regulation from becoming the norm in
developing countries.
SAFE AND GLOBAL
Although use of personal data enables
provision of services tailored to indivi
dual needs, there is widespread concern
over possible privacy infringements
and misuse. Issues are emerging over
improper data use leading to arbitrary
control over people’s conduct, and it is
feared that centralized state control of
data—based on the idea that cyberspace
should be controlled by governments—
could give rise to national security issues
if such data includes information from
other countries.
Striking a balance between use and
protection of personal data—one
that avoids extreme approaches that
impose excessive or too-weak privacy
protections—is critical to building a
sustainable internet economy.
The Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) Cross Border Privacy Rules
(CBPR) system is designed to do this,
and the United States and Japan should
encourage adoption of these rules on a
wider scale. They should also strive for
further maturity in practical enforcement
of this framework and more support
and involvement of APEC and nonAPEC economies, including securing the
interoperability between CBPR and the
European Union’s General Data Protection
Regulation or GDPR.
The public and private sectors in the
United States and Japan also have an
important role to play and must work
together to identify the positions adopted
by other countries, deepen ties with
likeminded countries, and engage in
ongoing multi-stakeholder dialogue to
gradually close the gaps.
Both nations have an opportunity
to take on a leading role in the use of
multilateral frameworks—including the
Group of Seven, Group of Twenty, the
Organisation for Economic Coopera
tion and Development, and APEC—to
build and harmonize balanced systems
worldwide that make business easier.
Meanwhile, the business community
can do its part by collaborating with
stakeholders in other countries as well as

proactively participating in and contri
buting to international conferences
and other multi-stakeholder forums
to raise topics and drive discussion—
especially on ensuring the free flow
of data and promotion of investment
and economic development through
digital transformation.
MOVING FORWARD
The digital economy has brought about
innovation by overcoming various
barriers, including those separating
organizations, industries, and countries.
With digitization, cloud-based systems,
data links, artificial intelligence, and
innovative Internet of Things techno
logies changing how we live and do
business, we recommend that Japan
and the United States make implemen
tation of digital economy policy a
focus of their national strategies. We
also encourage the private sector to

manage their businesses in a way that
achieves digital transformation while
building consumer trust and to create
services that raise people’s quality of
life. The private sector should be ready
and available to be an active partner in
policymaking and in the establishment
of best practices as the digital economy
rolls out.
Member companies of Keidanren and
the ACCJ are committed to promoting
and leading innovation through digital
transformation, harnessing data and
digital technology to achieve economic
growth while also resolving social
issues. To do this, companies must
draw upon their industries’ efforts as
well as the support of individuals and
communities while continuing to
cooperate in global discussions. In this
way they can realize self-sustaining
economic development that enhances
people’s lives. n

WHICH COUNTRIES BLOCK DATA FLOWS?
n No data blocked

n 1–2 types of data blocked

n 3+ types of data blocked
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HONG KONG TAILOR VISITING
OSAKA AND TOKYO
EURO MERICAN

suits from $395
blazers from $275
tuxedos from $595
overcoats from $650

trousers from $135
shirts from $69
(minimum of four shirts)

Other superfine quality
suits from
$550 to $2,900

Prices in US dollars
(excluding shipping);
delivery in two weeks

Saturday, Dec. 8, 2018
6:00 p.m.–midnight

Hilton Tokyo Shinjuku Hotel 4F

Join us at this year’s ACCJ Charity Ball:
Nashville Nights: An Evening in Music City,
for a celebration of the legendary city that
truly lives up to its name. From Ryman
Auditorium—the Carnegie Hall of the South—
to listening rooms such as the Bluebird
Café and Tootsies Orchid Lounge, music is
everywhere, and this year’s ball will bring
the excitement of this incredible town to
ACCJ members, guests, and friends. Over the
next few months, we’ll fill you in on all the
details and let you know about the wonderful
charities we are supporting!

2018 ACCJ CHARITY BALL

There are many ways you can assist, so please
visit our website at www.accjcharityball.org
for more details about sponsorship and to
purchase your tickets!
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STEM SPACE
Companies make US–Japan education a central mission
By C Bryan Jones

As technologies become more advanced, organiza
tions such as global aerospace and defense company
Northrop Grumman Corporation and The Dow
Chemical Company will need more skilled
engineers and scientists. Knowing this, both make
education an important part of their engagement
with the community, investing significant resources
into programs that give students opportunities they
might otherwise not have and open up career paths.
Northrop Grumman and its foundation are dedicated to
increasing educational opportunities in the fields of science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) to ensure that
talented and diverse professionals are available to fill future work
force needs. In 2017, the foundation and company contributed
more than $20 million to diverse STEM-related groups.
Dow is also working to build a capable and visionary future
workforce through its Global Citizenship program, a multi
pronged approach to solving global problems. This work is
driven by Dow STEM Ambassadors, trained Dow employee
volunteers who lend their passion and expertise to engage
students and support teachers.
“As a science-based company, we are committed to advancing
STEM fields—particularly chemistry, engineering, and
manufacturing,” Peter Jennings, president of Dow Chemical
Japan and Korea, told The ACCJ Journal. “We do this by getting
students excited about STEM subjects, supporting educators,
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and creating career advancement pathways in all areas within
the education and workforce pipeline.”
Stan Crow, chief executive officer of Northrop Grumman
Japan, said that their partnerships “focus on engineering and
technology-based initiatives that excite, engage, and educate
students with an emphasis on middle school and universitylevel programs.”
The Northrop Grumman Foundation Teachers Academy,
he said, provides professional development opportunities
for STEM teachers who ultimately inspire and educate the
future talent base. “Defending cyber networks, engineering
autonomous vehicles, and exploring space are just a few
examples of the skills students develop as they experience the
excitement of STEM through programs supported by [us].”
FUTURE STARS
Space is the next great frontier, and exploration and utilization
of environments beyond Earth are critical to the future of
our civilization. Although few people live and work in space
today, the number is expected to steadily increase throughout
this century. While the United States and Japan each have
their own programs and missions, the two countries’ future in
space are linked.
“Japan is one of NASA’s closest international partners,
with more than 70 active bilateral agreements,” said
Garvey McIntosh, the US National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Asia Representative at the Embassy
of the United States, Tokyo. “More than half of these are with
the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency [JAXA]. NASA
signed its first agreement with Japan in 1960, for cooperation
in space communications, and NASA has signed more than

PETER JENNINGS

STAN CROW

President of Dow Chemical
Japan and Korea

Chief executive officer of
Northrop Grumman Japan
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NASA Asia Representative at the
Embassy of the United States, Tokyo

625 agreements with a variety of Japanese entities since then.
Japan is the only country aside from Germany with which
NASA has cooperation across all mission directorates: human
space exploration, aeronautics research, space technology, and
science—both space and Earth.”
The Northrop Grumman Foundation supports this coopera
tion through its Space Camp sponsorship program, which
inspires the next generation of space leaders and explorers by
encouraging young students to get excited about and consider
careers in a STEM-related field.
For the past 10 years, the foundation has sponsored students
and teachers from around the globe to attend Space Camp,
partnering with some 280 schools to expose more than 1,000
students and teachers to space exploration and STEM. Two
years ago, the sponsorship program was expanded to include
participants from Japan. This year, the foundation sponsored
152 camp participants, 10 of whom are from Japan.
BAMA BOUND
NASA’s largest facility, the George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFC), is located in the northern Alabama city of
Huntsville. It is here that the Saturn launch vehicles for the
Apollo moon program were developed. The MSFC was the
lead center for Space Shuttle propulsion and the orbiter’s
external tank, while it was also responsible for payload
crew training, as well as for the design and assembly of the
International Space Station.

EDUCATION

GARVEY MCINTOSH

KAORI SASAKI

Manager of the JAXA
Space Education Center

Nearby is a public-facing facility, the U.S. Space & Rocket
Center, the world’s largest spaceflight museum. This is the home
of Space Camp, a one-week private, non-NASA education
program. Space Camp alumni include five NASA and European
Space Agency astronauts.
At Space Camp, students have the chance to build and
launch rockets, use astronaut-training equipment, and conduct
a simulated space shuttle mission. Teachers learn new methods
for presenting STEM concepts in their classrooms. As a result,
the program has a lasting impact beyond the one week spent at
camp. It can be a life-changing experience.
Selection of students and teachers is conducted by Northrop
Grumman partner schools. “We work closely with city and
prefectural school boards to identify schools to collaborate
with,” Crow said. “Once specific schools are selected, we provide
selection guidelines for students and teachers to the school’s
leadership team. Students are typically selected based on
some type of essay contest or science project, and schools select
teachers who will be a good fit for the program.”
COOPERATION
The Space Camp experience has benefits beyond just STEM
education. Representatives of both NASA and JAXA told
The ACCJ Journal that the programs deepen mutual under
standing and strengthen the foundation on which the NASA–
JAXA relationship is built and future space exploration will
be conducted.

Kaito Kaminagane of Daiichi Junior High School
in Misawa City, Aomori Prefecture, tries the
Multi-Axis Trainer
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Students take part in the Tomodachi Initiative’s High School
Women Career Mentoring Program.

Kaori Sasaki, manager of the JAXA Space Education Center,
explained that, through space, students can see things from a
broader perspective.
“Many of the real space activities are being promoted with
international cooperation,” she said. “Bringing together each
other’s fields of expertise optimizes the mission.”
To prepare Space Camp participants, JAXA offers a one-day
program prior to their departure at which students learn about
Japan’s space activities. The hope is that, during their time in
Huntsville, they will be able to compare the situation in Japan
with that in the United States to find differences and similarities.
“We Japanese still have very few opportunities to gain inter
national experience in daily life,” Sasaki said. “In addition to the
interest in science and engineering issues, since the participants
will come from around the world, mutual understanding will be
expected at this Space Camp. It is a very good opportunity for
Japanese students and teachers.”

Some of the sponsored 2018 Space Camp attendees from around the globe.
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This is one of the key benefits Northrop Grumman sees as well.
“During Space Camp, students spend a lot of time working in
small, diverse teams to solve various challenges—not unlike what
they might experience as young professionals in the workplace,”
said Crow. “The participants build friendships, which they often
maintain after camp through email and social media.”
He added, “Space Camp also presents an opportunity for
teachers to network, and they can continue to stay in touch to
share their classroom experiences and learn from one another.
In addition, US and Japanese students and teachers can share
their Space Camp experiences with their communities when they
return home, which positively impacts US–Japan relations.”
McIntosh said that Space Camp “aligns with NASA’s mission to
inspire the next generation, and to use every opportunity available
to engage learners to support and facilitate a better understanding
of space exploration and embolden the joy of discovery.”
NASA’s near-term goal, said McIntosh, is to build on the
lessons learned from the Apollo missions and the Space Shuttle
program to return humans to the moon as a precursor to future
missions to Mars.
“The Moon holds important information about the forma
tion of our planet and the history of our solar system. What
we learn there is essential for our journeys to Mars and farther
destinations. These missions will span multiple generations,
which is why NASA remains committed to inspiring the next
generation of explorers in STEM fields.”
BEYOND SPACE CAMP
While many eyes are on the stars in the sky, others are on those
who will compete here in Japan at the Tokyo 2020 Olympic
and Paralympic Games. With that in mind, Dow launched an
educational program that combines STEM and the Games.
Dow is a Worldwide Olympic Partner and is the official
chemistry company and carbon partner of the International
Olympic Committee.

EDUCATION

exchanges, as well as leadership programs. Dow is a partner
of the organization that was born out of the Great East Japan
Earthquake and Tsunami recovery efforts.
Furthering US–Japan cooperation, Dow also supports the
Tomodachi-STEM @ Rice University Program, which sends
10 female Japanese university STEM students to a five-week
research program at Rice University in Houston, TX. The trip
includes a visit to Dow’s innovation center, located in the city.
“We hope it contributes to an increase in the number of
students studying in both Japan and the United States to
foster more scientific collaboration and to help Japan’s effort
to support women’s empowerment and leadership,” said
Jennings. “We also hope it will cultivate an interest in STEM
and research collaboration between the two countries among
the next generation of leaders so that they may be more
effective when addressing global scientific problems that may
arise and affect their future.”
Ten Japanese students visited Rice University and Dow’s innovation center.

ONE GIANT LEAP
Having already stressed the importance of STEM education
in general, NASA’s McIntosh concluded his discussion
Ten Dow Japan STEM Ambassadors visited Oyamadai
with The ACCJ Journal with thoughts about those who
Intermediate School in Tokyo in October 2017 to conduct
visited Huntsville. “Similar to past alumni of Space Camp,
an educational program called Power of Science, which the
the current participants will undoubtedly make their
company developed with the non-profit organization Jibun
own valuable contributions to the future exploration of
Mirai Club. These ambassadors formed five teams of two, and
space. Developing a cadre of future scientists, engineers,
each team gave a captivating presentation that incorporated
mathematicians, and astronauts—
chemical experiments involving Dow
The program has a lasting
in both the United States and Japan—
Coating Materials innovations and
polyurethane forms. The more than 100
impact beyond the one week could provide a solid foundation
for NASA and JAXA to complete
seventh-grade students attending the
spent at camp. It can be a
our ongoing activities, while also
program then took part in a fun quiz.
giving opportunities for enhanced
They also shared some of the challenges life-changing experience.
space cooperation. I would not be
they have overcome at work and the
surprised to see one of the Japanese student participants of
lessons they have learned. The idea behind the Power of
this year’s Space Camp become an astronaut and/or possibly
Science program is to provide opportunities for students
the first Japanese citizen to step foot on Mars.” n
to exchange ideas on what kind of “human element” they
want to become in the future, meaning how they wish to
contribute to society.
Building on the success of the Oyamadai experience,
Dow is looking to extend its STEM outreach with another
program this October and more.
“Dow Japan and many of our women STEM stars have
been instrumental in valuable and inspirational programs
that are extremely important to diversity, inclusion, and
women’s empowerment,” Jennings said. “Women’s leadership
and STEM education for women are extraordinarily important
topics in Japan, and Dow Japan is proud to lead. Our Dow
Japan women leaders, including women STEM stars, have
participated in many important endeavors, speaking at the
American Chamber of Commerce in Japan’s annual Women
in Business Summit and as STEM supporters at events
hosted by Catalyst Japan, a global nonprofit that works with
CEOs and leading companies to build workplaces that work
for women.”
Dow STEM stars have also served as mentors in the
Fukushima High School Women Career Mentoring Program,
which is conducted by the Tomodachi Initiative, a public–
private partnership that invests in the next generation of
Japanese and US leaders through educational and cultural
Kotaro Katsumi of Tokyo Metropolitan Hakuo Jr. High School
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DEGREE IN

DISRUPTION
Executive MBAs take a tech turn

If there’s any sure thing in business, it’s that change
is always around the corner. And disruptive tech
nologies, such as robotics, artificial intelligence
(AI), and the Internet of Things (IoT), are bringing
about that change more quickly than we ever
thought possible. Collectively, these technologies can
significantly transform the way companies around
the world do business. However, the upheaval they

By Alec Jordan

bring can also put a company out of business if it isn’t
adapting and evolving with the currents of change.

The percentage
of women in
EMBA programs
has climbed to

27.6%

WILLIAM J. SWINTON

Director of International Business Studies
at Temple University, Japan Campus, and
co-chair of the ACCJ Education Committee
PHOTO: OLGA GARNOVA
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For managers of companies that are candidates for disruption,
it is crucial to quickly understand the lay of the land. A natural
option for executives looking to get up to speed with these
technologies is an executive Master of Business Administration
(EMBA) program. Designed to offer mid- to senior-level
managers the opportunity to earn their MBA while working,
such programs can usually be completed in less than two years.
Since the first EMBA program was introduced at the
University of Chicago in 1943, the number has boomed and
they can now be found all around the world. According to the
2015 Executive MBA Council Membership Program Survey,
which compiles data from more than 300 programs held at
over 200 colleges and universities in some 25 countries, the
average age of an enrolled EMBA student is 37.8. The average
participant has 13.9 years of professional experience, including
nine years of managerial experience, and the percentage of
women in EMBA programs has climbed to 27.6 percent.
In the past, EMBA programs would be paid for by participants’
employers; actually, having company sponsorship used to be a
requirement for admission. This is no longer the case. Now, less
than one quarter of students receive full financial sponsorship,
and 41 percent receive no funding support at all from their
employers. Business schools have adapted to this dynamic:
more than 50 percent are offering scholarships or fellowships.

EDUCATION

VALUE
The capability to evolve a dialogue with someone via the
Even though more EMBA students are shouldering the costs
power of today’s digital tools is truly amazing.”
of their degrees, the value they get out of these programs is
Mikiya Mori, director of the Fox Global Executive MBA
considerable. William J. Swinton, director of International
Program at Temple University, Japan Campus, said that learning
Business Studies at Temple University, Japan Campus, and
about this technology space can help executives become more
co-chair of the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan
capable leaders in a business climate marked by significant
(ACCJ) Education Committee, said that one of the most
upheaval. “The management process will be considered within
valuable things a mid-level executive can get
business and institutional environments
from an EMBA is perspective. “Managers
increasingly characterized by global
tend to focus on one arena. An executive
competition, economic turmoil, rapid
MBA helps them develop a broader crosstechnological change, and shifting labor
functional perspective.”
market dynamics. Mid-level executives
This is a sentiment that is also echoed
will need to learn about disruptive
by Robert Noddin, president and CEO of
digital technologies to be able to run
AIG Japan Holdings KK and co-chair of
an organization better.”
the ACCJ Education Committee. “I think
While businesses may find emerging
the most meaningful gains come from
technology to be a threat, Swinton
seeing differing views, experiences, or
believes that properly prepared people
ways in which situations are handled. We
will always have an edge. “Tech not
can all get set in our ways over time, and
only disrupts companies, it disrupts
the chance to see things from differing
careers. An executive MBA helps
perspectives and apply that to your
business leaders ask better questions.
own circumstances—or past firsthand
Soon, AI will be able to answer most
experience—can be quite helpful.”
questions. However, companies will
He was also bullish on the opportunities
still rely on humans for context.
that these programs create for students,
Asking key questions about business
teachers, and subject matter experts (SMEs)
models, new products, and services
to collaborate. “I think the blend of virtual
will remain the killer app that only
engagement between educators, SMEs, and
humans have.”
Mid-level executives
students is fantastic and really expands the
should be comfortable BUZZWORDS
availability of content and access to ideas
enough with new
and experiences.”
Schools are addressing these topics in
Of course, another way in which presentdifferent ways, but one thing is shared:
technology trends
day EMBA programs are offering value is by
none are ignoring them. Temple
to assess their
focusing on the influence of rapidly changing
University’s Fox Global Executive
technology—imparting knowledge that
disruptive potential.
MBA Program covers disruptive
is sorely needed. Noddin points out that
digital technologies in its leadership,
technologies such as AI, robotics, and IoT are to be ignored
creativity, and innovation courses, and Mori said the program
only at an executive’s peril. “They are fields that are advancing
will add further sections dedicated to disruptive technologies
and changing at such an accelerating pace,” he said. “Unless
if needed.
you spend a decent amount of time paying attention to them
Professor Jan Ondrus, director of Research at the Center
and learning about them, you can quickly become outdated
of Excellence for Digital Business at ESSEC Business School
or even irrelevant.”
Asia–Pacific in Singapore, explained that their program offers
One of the things that he sees as crucial for the typical EMBA
a wide range of courses connected to emerging technology
participant to understand is the pace at which digital tools
spaces. “Digital is a major pillar of the ESSEC & Mannheim
allow messages to be shared. “I personally feel that the most
EMBA Asia–Pacific program. We have several courses
significant points for mid-level executives to understand are the
directly or indirectly related to the digital economy, and
speed with which a message can spread and the segmentation
they all cover some aspects of disruptive technologies.
capabilities it presents in tailoring an offering to individuals.
For example, I teach an e-commerce course that examines

ROBERT NODDIN

President and CEO of AIG Japan
Holdings KK and co-chair of the
ACCJ Education Committee

JAN ONDRUS

Director of Research at the Center of
Excellence for Digital Business at
ESSEC Business School in Singapore
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The average EMBA student

37.8

13.9

9
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YEARS OF
PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE

YEARS OF
MANAGERIAL
EXPERIENCE

SOURCE: 2015 EXECUTIVE MBA COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM SURVEY

technology trends to assess their disruptive potential. They
current digital business models and helps participants to
need to understand how those technologies can impact business
discover new ones. Participants are exposed to the impacts
models and industries. That said, I believe technologies them
disruptive technologies have on e-commerce business models.
selves are not the most important, as they change very fast.
Other related courses are digital transformation and the base
It is the mindset and the conceptual frameworks to assess
of the pyramid, business model innovation, brand manage
disruptive technologies that are most important.”
ment using digital marketing, and social media. Moreover,
participants have to create an entrepreneurship project, which
TRENDS
often embeds disruptive technologies as a core element of the
To accompany this focus on emerging and disruptive technology,
business model. This year, our EMBA participants will have
more programs are changing how they offer their courses to
one of their residencies at Waseda University Business School
make them more accessible to working managers. Noddin sees a
and be exposed to robotics and other related themes during
connection between the two developments: “Frankly, the method
their residency.”
in which the programs are morphing
While ESSEC has fully embraced
is a case study in and of itself regarding
disruptive technologies in its program,
Technologies such as
Ondrus cautions that not all of tech’s
AI, robotics, and IoT are disruptive digital technology.”
Mori sees a global trend among EMBA
hottest topics are necessarily applicable
to be ignored only at an
programs in providing online content
for EMBA classrooms. “Participants are
that allows participants to review materials
often driven by buzzwords. At the
executive’s peril.
outside of class, which can allow for more
moment, everyone wants to know about
experiential learning opportunities in the classroom. Ondrus
blockchain. Artificial intelligence is another buzzword, but
says that similar processes are in place at ESSEC, which allows
it is not clear how this highly technical topic can be covered
“faculty and students to engage more during in-class sessions.”
in a relevant manner in an EMBA program. That said, we
This also makes it possible for working students to achieve that
do talk about the business implications of automation,
highly sought work–life balance.
robotics, and, more generally, about digitalization. Artificial
Swinton says Temple’s program illustrates an even more
intelligence is somehow a booster for those phenomena.”
well-established trend: globalization. “Temple uses its global
But even if all the buzzwords are not necessarily making
network to provide study opportunities across the globe.
their way into courses, understanding them and being able to
Tokyo-based executive MBA students can take classes in
assess them from a big-picture perspective is a crucial part of
Beijing, China; Bogotá, Colombia; Casablanca, Morocco;
the program.
Lima, Peru; or at our US campus in Philadelphia.”
“In any case, mid-level executives have to be exposed to tech
Armed with their degrees and a better understanding of
nology developments. The reason is that business models have
the trends that shape the modern business landscape, new
an expiration date. Often, this date is related to the emergence of
graduates from EMBA programs should be well prepared to
a disruptive technology or innovation,” Ondrus said. “Therefore,
adapt to disruption and thrive in changing times. n
mid-level executives should be comfortable enough with new
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READY FOR
A FIGHT
Crowdfunder beats cancer
and cynics to raise billions

struck the Tohoku region on March 11, 2011, few
would have expected that a 23-year-old in their first
year of graduate school would create a technology
startup in the aftermath. Yet Haruka Mera did just
that, launching crowdfunding platform Readyfor Inc.
only a few days after the disaster.
In hindsight, it seems reasonable to imagine that a company
such as Readyfor would appear at such a moment. In the months
following the earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear meltdown,

PHOTO: RICHARD LEE

By John Amari

When the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami
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communities across Japan were deeply affected, leading to a need
for social impact initiatives as well as crowd-sourced funding
for recovery.
But hindsight is 20/20. Looking back at her journey, it’s clear
that Mera’s road to success has been a winding one. And it has
been far from smooth.
Her most-recent challenges—including a personal, lifethreatening medical scare—have been some of the most
difficult to overcome.
Speaking to The ACCJ Journal, Mera strikes a calm and joyful
tone—even when recalling some of her darkest days.
Going forward, she is optimistic that Readyfor will expand its
reach beyond supporting small and medium-sized crowdfunding
projects for individuals, local governments, and corporations.
She expects that, in the future, the platform will support largescale funding initiatives in such areas as basic science research,
and will explore emerging technologies such as blockchain.

“When I met Professor Matsuo, he was working on web
mining. I was interested in that, too. At that time, I thought
we could create a service based on web mining.”
Back in the early 2010s, there were a number of payment plat
forms, such as PayPal, that were making headlines.
“And almost anyone could raise small amounts of money via
such platforms. That’s where I first came to that idea and decided
to create a donation service based on the internet.”
Initially, however, the donation-service business model failed
to catch on. It was only after her stint at Stanford—and being
introduced to crowdfunding models—that her company started
gaining traction.

GROWTH
Although Readyfor was founded in the wake of the earthquake,
the platform’s initial target users were not social entrepreneurs,
corporates, or local government. Rather, Mera’s first users
were startup founders and creatives looking to fund their
INSPIRATION
passion projects.
A native of Tokyo, Mera founded Readyfor in 2011, but the
“But as the timing was just after the earthquake, we included
seeds of the company were first planted in her mind a year
social entrepreneurs early on.”
earlier, while she was still a graduate student at Keio University.
And this was at a time when crowdfunding in Japan was still
In the summer of 2010, Mera had the opportunity to visit
a very novel concept. Indeed, “almost zero percent of people
the United States, in particular Silicon Valley and Stanford
knew about crowdfunding.”
University, where she joined a computer-programming
Today, according to research by Readyfor, some 50 percent of
boot camp.
the population is aware of crowdfunding platforms.
In addition to new technical skills, she gained something
What’s more, Readyfor hosts a myriad personal crowdfunding
on that trip that would change her life forever: the entrepre
projects and initiatives. And it’s not just individuals who are
neurial spirit.
taking advantage of the crowd to raise funds.
“When I went to Stanford, I met many
Local governments are also jumping on the
I found out that I had
entrepreneurs, and they all had their own
Readyfor bandwagon, including initiatives
dreams. I found that inspiring. So, I thought
where a Japan resident can remit some of
cancer in the fall of
I would like to become like them, and decided
their local taxes to support projects in their
last year, so I took a
to make my own company.”
hometown. Large companies have also been
break for six months. able to raise funds via the platform.
For a 23-year-old with little-to-no business
or life experiences, that realization was as
daunting as it was exciting. It hardly helped that she hailed
from Japan, a country with a reputation for risk aversion.
Unlike those in Silicon Valley or Stanford, “not many people
in Japan have their own dreams; they just aspire to work to earn
money for their family,” Mera confessed.
Silicon Valley helped Mera break the mold. Having eaten of
the forbidden fruit of risk-taking—and finding herself in the
shadow of one of Japan’s bleakest moments—she embarked on
her entrepreneurial journey.
EUREKA MOMENT
Readyfor was Japan’s first crowdfunding platform. Mera’s
eureka moment for creating the company, on her return
to Japan, happened when she ran a Google search for
“kuraudofandingu”—“crowdfunding” written in katakana,
one of the three writing scripts used in Japanese. The search
returned zero hits.
The company’s origins lie in internet-enabled payments.
Before her life-changing visit to Stanford, Mera had a meeting
with Yutaka Matsuo, an assistant professor at the University of
Tokyo and an artificial intelligence expert.
Inspired by the Professor, Mera had the initial idea for a
company that revolved around data mining, payments, and
internet-based donations.

The Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami sparked Mera‘s entrepreneurship.
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In Japan, there are
not many women
entrepreneurs.
We don’t have the
role models.

At the same time, Readyfor has taken stock of technolo
gical changes in crowdfunding and alternative investments, in
particular blockchain platforms and token- or cryptocurrencybased fundraising—areas the company is actively investigating.
LONG AND WINDING ROAD
So, has the entrepreneurial journey been smooth sailing
for Mera? Not at all. She started Readyfor at a tender age
and having had “no experience working in a big company.”
Actually, one of her earliest challenges was not knowing
whom to hire or how to do it.
Another difficulty was not knowing how to raise money,
especially seed funding, or who to trust.
It was her good fortune to have a trusted angel investor
and advisor in Professor Matsuo. But it is not uncommon
for young entrepreneurs to feel taken advantage of by an
investor, she warns, especially when it comes to parsing
equity when venture capital is taken on.
And yet, despite those early trials, nothing could have
prepared Mera for arguably her toughest test so far, which
struck late in 2017.
“I found out that I had cancer in the fall of last year, so
I took a break for six months. It was a tough time for me
and the company, but my team members visited me in the
hospital, and actually did a lot to make the company better
during that time.”

“In Japan, there are not many women entrepreneurs. We
don’t have the role models. So, it’s very difficult to imagine
yourself in that way.”
Now in her thirties, Mera says she has the courage to grow
her business.
Today, she is in good health—and so is the company. About
¥7 billion has been raised for 8,700 projects via Readyfor since
its founding. This stands in stark contrast to the ¥10 million
raised in the company’s first year.
That said, “I think that—in Japan alone—there are challenges
still left. So, we would like to continue as the platform that
connects funds to those challenges.”
Mera points to basic medical research and issues surrounding
the aging society as areas in which Readyfor can make a real,
long-term difference. n

BACK TO THE FUTURE
Is there any advice she would give her younger self? Yes. Her
first thoughts turn to funding.
“Our company has only raised funds via angel investors.
During our early-stage, we should have raised some funds via
venture capital. But, in my twenties, I didn’t have the courage
to make my company bigger.”
Beyond youth and inexperience, was there another reason
for her lack of courage?
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GAMES
CHANGER
Technology that will innovate the Olympics in 2020
By Julian Ryall
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TECH

Construction of the Olympic Village in Harumi, Chuo Ward, as seen in July.

A decade ago, at the opening ceremony of the
2008 Beijing Olympic and Paralympic Games,
China wowed onlookers with a stunning display
of pyrotechnics and choreographed color.
Four years later, London welcomed the world with
a demonstration of its self-deprecating humor.
So, when Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe—
dressed as video game icon Super Mario—stepped
out of a green pipe during the closing ceremony of
the 2016 Rio de Janeiro Games, the stage for the
next event was set.
Japan intends to make the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and
Paralympic Games the most innovative and technologically
advanced sporting event ever held. The Games will use
cutting-edge technology to ensure the security of contestants
and the public, to bring unprecedented coverage to a global
audience, and to provide seamless convenience for visitors.
For corporate Japan, the Games will offer a chance to
showcase their latest know-how and products in an area
where some analysts suggest they are losing ground to their
fiercest global rivals.
“Japan has been passed over in terms of technology in
recent years, as the United States has focused on China,” said
Michael Sugiura Rofe, chief executive officer of Tokyo Media

Village, which aims to foster innovation in media services.
“But global consumers have grown tired of poor-quality tech
services and products from other countries. Quality resides
in Japan, and this is the opportunity these companies have
been waiting for to demonstrate just that.”
Given the well-documented problems that have beset tech
brands such as Sharp Corporation—not long ago considered
a titan that was too big to fail—Sugiura Rofe believes Japan is
running out of chances to retain its leadership in the global
tech race. That arguably makes Tokyo 2020 even more critical
to the nation’s future.
SAFE AND SOUND
Rising to that challenge, the Tokyo Organising Committee of
the Olympic and Paralympic Games announced on August 7
that an advanced facial recognition system is to be deployed
at events to automatically verify the identities of athletes,
officials, staff, and media members. It’s the first time such
technology will have been used at an Olympiad, and the plan
is said to “reflect Tokyo 2020’s commitment to deliver the
most innovative Games in history.”
The system has been developed by NEC Corporation
and will store the facial images of every person with official

MICHAEL SUGIURA ROFE

Chief executive officer,
Tokyo Media Village
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TECH

accreditation to verify their identities at checkpoints. The
technology will “drastically increase security levels” for the
duration of the Games and eliminate forgery or the use of
lost or stolen accreditation.
“This latest technology will enable strict identification of
accredited people compared with solely relying on the eyes
of security staff,” Tsuyoshi Iwashita, executive director of
security for Tokyo 2020, said in a statement. “And [it] also
enables swift entry to venues, which will be necessary in the
intense heat of summer.”
NEC is a global leader in automatic identification tech
nologies, such as facial imaging, iris scanning, as well as
fingerprint, palm print, vein data, voice, and acoustic data
recognition, said Senior Vice President Masaaki Suganuma.
He added that the aim is to ensure the Games go ahead
“smoothly, safely, and securely.”
Security is inevitably a key concern for organizers, with
Japan’s two largest private security companies putting
aside their rivalry for the duration of the event to provide
personnel and the latest technologies. Secom Co., Ltd. and
Sohgo Security Services Co., Ltd., better known as Alsok,
announced earlier this year that they would work together to
provide 14,000 security staff.
Secom intends to equip guards with smartphones that
will be clipped to their shirts, turning them into “walking
cameras,” the company said. Video from the phones will
be instantaneously shared with a control center that will
use artificial intelligence (AI) to analyze the images and
potentially identify patterns among individual’s behavior
that could flag them for further action.
Similarly, Alsok is working to perfect drone-based surveil
lance technology that should help reduce the workload on
human guards. Drones will operate at an altitude of between

NEC demonstrates its NeoFace facial recognition scanners on August 7.

50 and 70 meters, remain airborne for up to eight hours,
and have the capability of monitoring an area with a radius
of 3 kilometers.
There are even reports that “killer drones” are being
considered that would eliminate unauthorized drones
operating around Olympic venues. Equipped with lasers or
projectiles, these drones would envelop a target with a net
to bring it down.
“It’s a sad fact of life in the world in which we live, but
security is going to be extremely important at these Games,”
said David Wouters, president of InterSearch Japan and
vice-chair of the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan
Olympics and Sports Business Committee.
“The facial recognition technology that NEC has rolled out
should help make things move more smoothly and quickly,
while the drones are also a positive,” he told The ACCJ Journal.
“But those companies have to make sure—over the next two
years—that the technology is perfect, because, while this is an
opportunity to impress millions of people around the world
with your capabilities, it could also be very damaging if the
technology goes wrong in front of that audience.”
Wouters believes technology needs to be applied with
common sense and not simply for the sake of it.
“It is helpful if it is kept simple and easy to manage,” he said.
“I have seen and tried to use some of the advanced computer
technologies on the market today, and it has not always proved
useful to me. I prefer the basics and rely on my common-sense
approach. If the technology goes awry, we are in trouble.”

“Killer drones” are being
considered that would
eliminate unauthorized
drones operating around
Olympic venues.
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VIEW FROM AFAR
One segment of sports fans will be more reliant
than most on technology: those unable to visit
Japan. This group will be watching the Games
from the comfort of their homes, and thus will
be relying on Japan’s state-of-the-art broadcasting
technology for their Olympic experience.
Once again, drones will be tasked with deliver
ing that service.
“Footage captured by drones with a 360degree capability in 8K real-time video and
transmitted over 5G cellular networks is an
example of what could be applied to many live
sporting events in 2020,” said Sugiura Rofe.
“This would give viewers a bird’s eye view—or
even multiple views—that will change the
ALE‘s Sky Canvas will deliver fireworks from space to the Opening Ceremonies.
real-time enjoyment of that sport and create
new fans. Think of how the marathon could be
covered, or cycling or sailing, just for starters.”
SHOOTING STARS
In July, NTT DoCoMo Inc. announced that it has developed
Roy Tomizawa, assistant vice president for leadership and
the world’s first drone-based, 5G-enabled live streaming and
talent development at MetLife Insurance K.K. in Tokyo
viewing system capable of showing live events in 360-degree
and co-chair of the ACCJ Olympics and Sports Business
8K virtual reality (VR) video. A head-mounted viewing system
Committee, has identified on his blog a number of the most
creates highly realistic VR experiences and “allows viewers to
eye-catching new technologies that we will be seeing during
feel as if they are actually at the venue,” the company said.
and after the Games.
Equally, national broadcaster NHK has
One of Tomizawa’s favorite ideas has
drawn up a research and development
Technology needs to be been dreamed up by ALE Co. Ltd., a
plan for the next two years that includes
Japanese startup that is planning to create
applied with common
technologies for future media that make
a man-made meteor shower as part of the
sense and not simply
use of spatial imaging. These broadcasts go
opening ceremony. To create its artificial
beyond the two-dimensional screen of the
shooting star project, called Sky Canvas,
for the sake of it.
traditional television to provide a realistic
the company plans to launch a series of
3D viewing space. The company is also working on threemicrosatellites that will release more than 5,000 pellets that
dimensional sound and holography, as well as a new generation
will circle the Earth before burning up spectacularly in the
of coding, multiplexing, and transmission technology.
atmosphere. By changing the chemical composition of the
Sugiura Rofe believes the Games will be the catalyst for
pellets, the company will be able to create a multi-colored
creating the world’s first 5G interconnected city. “5G is
display that is literally out of this world.
coming, and it will definitely change the way we live in
Fujitsu Ltd. is working with the International Gymnastics
Tokyo in many ways,” he said.
Federation to use laser technology to provide data that
Intel Corporation has announced plans to blanket
will be used by judges to supplement what they see with
the city in 5G, creating a “smart city” with even more
their own eyes before scoring performances on the horse,
video streams, including 4K video in moving cars.
beam, and mats.
Toyota Motor Corporation is also on board, with plans
Elsewhere, robots are being deployed at Tokyo’s airports to
for traffic management or tracking through the city’s
help visitors navigate the facilities and make their way either
congested streets.
into the city or to their departure gates, while an offshoot
And Sugiura Rofe said many more technologies are
of Toyota is working on a flying car that its designers hope
bubbling under the surface and will be revealed closer to the
might be employed in the opening ceremony to light the
opening ceremony, including self-driving cars, AI, robots,
Olympic flame in a truly memorable manner.
and the use of hydrogen as a clean fuel for vehicles.
The 2016 Rio de Janeiro Olympic and Paralympic Games
smashed all television viewing records by racking up a
cumulative audience of more than 4.1 billion in more than
150 countries and territories. That was up from the 3.8 billion
who watched coverage of the London Games and a mere
1.8 billion who tuned in to events in Athens in 2004.
Tokyo will quite comfortably surpass the Rio figure, analysts
believe, and provide tech companies with an unprecedented
opportunity to show the rest of the world what Japan still
does best. n
4K and 8K cameras will revolutionize Olympic coverage.
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RUGBY
REPLAY
Referee tech raising
concerns for 2019
By Simon Roughneen

In the 34th minute of the July 15 France vs. Croatia
FIFA World Cup final, with the game finely balanced
at 1–1, referee Nestor Pitana jogged to the touchline
in Moscow’s Luzhniki Stadium.
With the roar of nearly 80,000 spectators ringing in his ears,
the Argentine was en route to becoming the first official to
use soccer’s new Video Assistant Referee (VAR) system in the
culminating match of the world’s biggest sporting event.
Pitana spent almost a full minute, including turning back to the
VAR monitor for a second look, to review the incident—an alleged
Croatian handball—before awarding France a penalty kick.
The penalty was scored, the jeers of tens of thousands of
furious Croatians reverberating around the stadium. The
technology-assisted decision proved pivotal as the French went
on to beat first-time finalists Croatia 4–2 to win soccer’s world
championship for the second time.
The contentious decision—awarding a penalty despite
the VAR offering no definitive proof—was a reminder
that a referee’s discretion or subjective opinion is often the
deciding factor in high-profile sporting events, regardless of
incontrovertible rules or infallible technology.
DIFFERENT PITCH
Similarly, debatable video-assisted outcomes are likely to play
out in Japan during next year’s Rugby World Cup, a smaller
tournament featuring 20 countries, compared with the 32
qualifiers that contest the soccer championship.
Rugby, though nowhere near as widely played geographically
as soccer, is a more physical, attritional, and faster-paced sport.
Partly because of those attributes—as well as the arguably
wider scope for referees to subjectively interpret the rules—
the sport has deployed television or video technology to assist
referees for a lot longer than soccer, with the Television Match
Official (TMO) system in use since 2001.
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The TMO system differs slightly from its soccer VAR
counterpart in that the on-field referee does not personally check
a video replay of any contentious incident. Instead, if he or she
cannot decide single-handedly, the television official is asked to
help adjudicate.
“The referee has a thankless task,” said Tony Ward, a former
European rugby player of the year and now a rugby commentator.
“He is on the field. He has to watch the ball. It is very difficult for
him to watch what is going on off the ball.”
EASY OUT?
However, the TMO approach has drawn criticism for allowing
referees to shirk responsibility for making controversial or difficult
decisions. The system enables the referee to pass responsibility to
a TMO sitting in front of an array of television screens in a room
in the stands rather than on the pitch, surrounded by adrenalinefueled players and tens of thousands of roaring, on-edge spectators.
Sanzaar, a regional governing body for rugby in the southern
hemisphere that covers powerhouse countries such as Argentina,
Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa, stated on July 17
that it “believes the appointed referee needs to remain the key
decisionmaker on the field and that TMO interventions only
provide context to the match officials’ decision-making.”
A perceived over-reliance on the TMO system has seen games
interrupted for minutes at a time as on-field incidents are reviewed,
in turn undermining the attractiveness of the spectacle for those
in the stands or watching at home on TV.
“Consistency and speed from officials is what fans want,” said
Australia’s Tim Horan, a two-time Rugby World Cup winner and
now a commentator on Australian television, in a Twitter post.
“TMOs and referees need to understand that fans want the
game to flow.”
FINDING BALANCE
The use of technology failed to prevent what appeared to be
contradictory or confusing decisions by referees during June

Video replay in sport
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internationals featuring world champions New Zealand and
“The Rugby World Cup presents an opportunity to showcase the
France as well as Australia and Ireland.
game,” said Bernard Jackman, coach of the Dragons, a prominent
“There was probably more intrusion than ever from the
club team in Wales, where rugby is the national sport.
TMOs,” said former Irish rugby union player Tony Ward,
Jackman said that reducing the time spent on reviewing TMO
discussing the international matches played in June. “There
decisions would speed up the sport and possibly add to its appeal
is a balance to be struck” between on-field refereeing and
in Japan and Asia.
TMOs, he added.
“People looking at the game for the first time or newcomers to
For example, Australian referee Angus Gardner sent off
the game, I think, will want to see action,” he said. “The challenge
France’s Benjamin Fall during his country’s second match in
is to cut to down the time the ball is out of play.”
New Zealand in June, a decision that was reversed a few days
Local enthusiasm could also turn on how well host team Japan
later by World Rugby, the sport’s governing body, confirming
plays. Japan has qualified for the knockout stages of the soccer
that Gardner had visibly erred during the match.
World Cup three times: in 2002, 2010, and 2018. In 1966, North
A week later, Irish referee John Lacey clumsily stood in the
Korea reached the soccer quarterfinals, an achievement bettered
way of a French player attempting to tackle a New Zealand
in 2002 by South Korea, which reached the semifinals of a World
opponent, enabling the New Zealanders to score a try and go
Cup it co-hosted with Japan.
on to win the match comfortably. The Australia vs. Ireland
Despite a landmark win over two-time rugby world champions
series of matches were blighted by a series of confusing calls by
South Africa at the 2015 Rugby World Cup in England, the Brave
referees, such as penalizing players for offenses that later were
Blossoms, the nickname for Japan’s national rugby team, face a
not sanctioned when replicated by other players.
tough challenge on home soil next year if they are to match Asia’s
Various rugby pundits speculated that
highest achievers.
the recent spate of substandard officiating
Listed 11th in the latest official world
TMOs and referees need
was attributable to deploying relatively
rugby rankings, Japan will face Ireland, the
to understand that fans
inexperienced referees in those June
world’s second-ranked side and current
want the game to flow.
matches. With only a handful of high-level
Six Nations or European champions. They
referees to choose from, World Rugby
will also face Scotland, currently ranked
wants to season and widen the referee roster, giving younger
seventh, as well as Samoa (16th) and Russia (19th). Only two of
officials exposure to decision-making during high pressure inter
the five will advance to the knockout stages.
nationals, or test matches, ahead of the 2019 Rugby World Cup.
Buoyed by home-turf advantage and fervent support, Russia—
“It is our goal to arrive at every Rugby World Cup with a strong
the lowest-ranked team going into the FIFA World Cup—made
pool of top-class match officials to select from, and that means
an unexpected run to the quarterfinals, which helped sustain
ensuring that the very best up-and-coming international match
that country’s interest in the tournament. A similar showing
officials gain exposure to top test matches as soon as we believe
by Japan’s rugby team next year should see heightened local
that they are capable,” said a World Rugby spokesperson.
enthusiasm for the competition, regardless of frustrations caused
When referee decisions go awry, it can tip the balance in finely
by any inconsistent refereeing.
poised contests, as seen in the FIFA World Cup. While consensus
“We are anticipating a very special, once-in-a-lifetime
remains that France was a deserving overall winner, and that
experience that will provide a boost [not just] for Japanese and
generally the VAR system worked well, Croatia was arguably the
global rugby, but also the Japanese economy, with significant
better team during the final—at least until the VAR penalty ruling.
impact through the hosting of a truly nationwide tournament,”
said a World Rugby spokesperson. n
NEXT STOP
Ensuring that Rugby World Cup matches are fairly and effectively
refereed should boost the already-growing appeal of rugby in
©2018 Nikkei Inc. Nikkei Asian Review is published
Japan and contribute to a more exciting World Cup next year for
by Nikkei Inc. All rights reserved.
the 400,000 visitors expected to travel to Japan for the tournament.

GIANTS
OF TIME

Historic hotel in natural Nikko
By Simon Farrell

A

lbert Einstein. Helen Keller. Dwight Eisenhower. Ulysses
Grant. Eleanor Roosevelt. Frank Lloyd Wright. Charles
Lindbergh. Lou Gehrig. Indira Gandhi and Haile Selassie.
Add the British Dukes of Windsor and Gloucester and a
Prince of Wales, along with Swedish and Danish royals, and
you have a small sample of the many famous names who
have checked in at Japan’s oldest Western-style hotel.
Built in 1873, the grand Nikko Kanaya Hotel is proudly
steeped in history and sensitively preserved among lush
landscaped gardens that lead steeply to the fast-flowing
river and busy road below.

GLIMPSE OF THE PAST
But the main draw for many awestruck visitors who step back
in time through the slowly revolving glass doors—trimmed
with polished wood—must be the delightful blending of
original Japanese and Western classic design elements.
The old-fashioned alcoves, antique furniture, and welcome
anterooms of this registered Tangible Cultural Property
(since 2014) add startling character and patina, while
sweeping staircases, timber beams, stone walls, and striking
red carpets could belong to an almost-forgotten era of
unashamed opulence and style.

Elaborate silver-painted radiators, eccentric bathtubs
on legs, and huge wooden windows offering stunning
mountain views complete the old-world image. Meanwhile,
air conditioning, heating, bathrooms, Wi-Fi, and other
modern comforts and conveniences keep Japanese and
overseas guests feeling happy and secure.
Before our superb five-course meal—announced by a
discreet 6:00 p.m. chime and presented with impeccable
service in the hotel’s elegant French dining room, its sweeping
garden vista setting the mood—we had tried one of the
200 types of single malt whiskies in the dimly lit Bar Dacite. This
small, cozy space displays an amazing library of mint-condition
jazz albums and features a solid stone fireplace and a warm
speakeasy atmosphere.
Black-and-white photos decorate the quiet corridors and
long walls throughout the three-floor hotel’s common areas.
Grainy images of the foreign VIPs of politics, science, royalty,
and sports are located next to a classic billiard table that
guests are invited to use, while 18 paintings of Japanese
master poets from the Heian Period (794–1185) adorn the walls
of the banquet hall.
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HERITAGE AND NATURE
Indeed, history is a major draw for many tourists to Nikko.
Located in Tochigi Prefecture, about 150 kilometers north
of Tokyo—or a comfortable two-hour Tobu Railway trip from
Asakusa Station in Tokyo (I recommend paying a small extra
premium for a private and cozy compartment)—Nikko offers
a number of fascinating and attractive UNESCO World
Heritage Sites. These are near the Nikko Kanaya Hotel and
include Nikko Toshogu Shrine, which
enshrines Tokugawa Ieyasu, the
founder and first shogun of the
Tokugawa shogunate (1603–1867).
About five minutes’ walk from
there is the stunning red Shinkyo
(Sacred) Bridge in central Nikko.
And a 30-minute bus or taxi drive up a dramatically winding
mountain road lies the spectacular Kegon Falls, a charming
lunch spot of local specialties such as steaming bowls of
buckwheat soba noodles with yuba (tofu skin). Sightseers can
take a swish elevator from ground level to the bottom of the
97-meter plunging waterfall.
Nearby, Europeans especially will enjoy visiting the taste
fully restored and preserved holiday villas built by the British,
Belgian, Italian, and French embassies that are set in
beautiful parks just a brief walk apart. The villas overlook
the country’s highest natural lake, the shimmering Chuzenji,
where boats ply the tourist trade when the waves are not
too choppy. Close your eyes and one can easily imagine
decadent weekends here in the 1930s as rival envoys
gathered shoreside or at their fireplaces to swap diplomatic
gossip and national refreshments.
At the British villa, you can enjoy genuine English after
noon tea at a quaint café—tasty scones with cheese or jam

and clotted cream served with specialty teas. Tables even have
bilingual illustrated instructions on scone etiquette!
After a brilliant but exhausting day during which we also
viewed temples, shrines, gates, and onsen—and enjoyed a brief
ropeway ride—we caught the bus back to Nikko Kanaya Hotel
and checked into the hallowed Room 15, where Einstein slept
for several nights in late 1922.
Indeed, it was in Nikko during his only visit to Japan that the
brilliant German scientist learned
he was to be awarded the Nobel
Prize in Physics. As I lay in bed that
night, I pondered that, perhaps,
he read that historic telegram in
this very room! n

The main draw for many awestruck
visitors . . . must be the delightful
blending of original Japanese and
Western classic design elements.

http://www.tobujapantrip.com/en
https://www.kanayahotel.co.jp/eng/nkh
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MINISTRY OF ECONOMY, TRADE
AND INDUSTRY (METI)

RAPID DEPLOYMENT OF FREE
TRADE ACCORD EXPECTED
After more than five years of negotiations,
broad agreement is expected in November
on a Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP) that will comprise
16 nations, including Japan, China, and the
10 members of the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations. In July, Japan inked an
Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA)
with the European Union and has also
just completed domestic arrangements
for the Comprehensive and Progressive
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP11), a version of TPP that includes
11 of the 12 original nations, minus the
United States. With the early realization
of RCEP, Japan will have taken the lead
in supporting the creation of a global free
trade system.
Japan expected to have appointed a nego
tiator by the end of August with the aim
of reaching a joint agreement by the next
summit meeting, scheduled for November
in Singapore. Hopes are for the group
to issue a joint statement by the end of
this year.

If RCEP comes to fruition, it will create
the world’s largest economic bloc comprising
about half the world’s population and
30 percent of global gross domestic product
and trade. As Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe pointed out, “If we can tap into
this huge latent potential, it should open the
way to additional prosperity.”
The acceleration of RCEP negotiations has,
until now, been held back by China, which
has been contentious concerning the protec
tion of intellectual property and marketopening measures. It will be considered
significant if China concedes on these points.
MINISTRY OF LAND,
INFRASTRUCTURE, TRANSPORT
AND TOURISM (MLIT)

TRUE IMPACT OF NEW
MINPAKU LAW UNCLEAR
Minpaku, or homesharing, became legal
on June 15 when the New Minpaku Law
went into effect. Previously, permission was
based on the laws governing hotels. The
new statute is meant to support the target
of 40 million inbound visitors by 2020
while alleviating the anticipated shortfall
in accommodations during the Tokyo 2020
Olympic and Paralympic Games. However,

J-MEDIA

DIET DAILIES

Japan policy updates translated
from Keizaikai magazine

many nontransparent factors remain
and it is uncertain whether minpaku will
emerge as a significant portion of the
hospitality business.
Certain aspects, such as the frequent
comings and goings of unspecified
numbers of people, are raising concerns
that minpaku will negatively affect the
residential environment. And entry by
certain “antisocial forces” (a euphemism
for organized crime) into the industry
has been conspicuous. MLIT has reacted
by cracking down on illegal minpaku
and Minister of Land, Infrastructure,
Transport and Tourism Keiichi Ishii
said, “The new law bans online sites from
introducing illegal minpaku, and we’d like
to see the Ministry of Health, Labour and
Welfare, the National Police Agency, local
governments, and others work closely
with us on this.”
Some aspects of minpaku are not suffi
ciently known by those considering entry.
“Although expectations are high that large
revenues can be anticipated, the business
isn’t as lucrative as some anticipated,” a
source in the real estate field pointed out.
For example, an apartment that would
typically command monthly rent of
¥100,000 would bring in ¥200,000 when
used for minpaku, presuming it could be
rented out 20 nights a month at ¥10,000
a night. But, after deducting cleaning
fees, commissions, and other costs, the
property might clear only ¥20,000 more
per month.
If rooms are rented out to so-called
nomadic workers, or others who spend
a majority of their time staying in the
room, the charges for electricity, water,
and other utilities would rise, further
cutting into the profit.
Although the new law was heralded for
what is expected to be a major economic
impact, the particulars are being closely
examined from a variety of perspectives
so that data can be made available to
the public. n
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The Montessori School of Tokyo
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Education
Re-Imagined
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Connect with

03 5449 7067

/MSTokyo
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WHY IT CAN MAKE OR BREAK YOUR COMPANY

R

enowned management consultant Peter Drucker coined
the phrase “culture eats strategy,” and Grant Thornton
International recently explored why this now famous statement
has become accepted business wisdom.
There are many examples of corporate cultures that have
failed the test of time, often as the result of a relentless quest
for growth. US energy company Enron Corporation set the
benchmark in the early 2000s with its large-scale corporate
fraud and corruption. More recent examples are ridesharing
service Uber Technologies Inc., with its core value ‘always be
hustlin,’ and Whole Foods Market Inc., the US supermarket chain
that specializes in organic products. The latter reportedly lost
14 million customers over 18 months before being bought by
Amazon.com, Inc. in August 2017.
The common theme is the failure of corporate culture and
governance practices to keep the organization on the straight and
narrow. In each case, there’s no doubt that culture was instru
mental in the company’s growth strategy, but also its misfortunes.
Insights from our International Business Report tell us that
boards are taking steps to get a firmer grip on their corporate
culture. For example, 50 percent of the boards globally have
culture as a standing item on their agenda and 71 percent are
establishing internal controls that address culture and employee
behavior. As Kim Schmidt, global leader of people and culture
at Grant Thornton International, noted: “Culture has to be a key
focus for the CEO, their senior executive team, and the board,
because it has a direct impact on organizational performance
and its ability to execute the organization’s strategy.” Whether
for breakfast or lunch, it’s clear that culture eats strategy.
LEARNING FROM MISTAKES
A common misconception that emerges as companies grow
larger is that anything to do with culture is “soft and fluffy” and

can only get in the way of driving action and results. In fact,
the opposite is true. Creating a great place to work isn’t simple,
but it’s worth the effort. When achieved, such a workplace
boosts motivation levels and talent retention, and makes the
organization stand out in the recruitment market.
Another mistake that often comes with growth is that
responsibility for culture tends to rest with the human resources
(HR) director. Well-known British entrepreneur Sir John Timpson
believes employment laws and HR departments haven’t done
much to help employees enjoy their work. “A people policy
founded on a caring culture is much more likely to look after
individual colleagues than processes driven by a company rule
book. And, if you treat people well, it is blindingly obvious that
they will do a good job.”
STUCK IN THE MIDDLE?
As with many organizations, the biggest barrier Timpson faced
in transforming the culture of his own organization was middle
management. “They were reluctant to delegate and were
worried about their jobs,” he said. “So it took time for them to
realize they had a different but more interesting role in planning
the future, picking the team, and giving them support.”
According to Sir Win Bischoff, chairman of the Financial
Reporting Council Limited, an independent regulator in the
United Kingdom that sets the UK’s corporate governance and
stewardship codes: “Culture change is more easily achievable
at the top and bottom, through a hiring and induction process,
but there is a vast and important middle level you have to
convince. To change culture, you almost need to have a disaster
for that big middle group to want to change.” The junior
team always looks up to the immediate middle management
and then to the next level. So, it’s important for the middle
management to be aligned. n

Toru Shirai is a partner at the Tokyo office of Grant Thornton Japan,
where he provides assurance services to multinational companies.
He began his career as a certified public accountant in 2001.
When Shirai was seconded to Grant Thornton’s Chicago office for
three years (2012–2015), he also supported cross-border business
expansion. He has 17 years of experience in public accounting
and specializes in ICT and manufacturing.

For more information, please contact your Grant Thornton representative
at +81 (0)3 5770 8829 or email me at toru.shirai@jp.gt.com

www.grantthornton.jp/en
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Hyatt Regency Tokyo’s Teppanyaki Grill
takes culinary art to a new level

W

hen it comes to Japanese cuisine, the sizzling sounds and
wafting aromas of grilled meat and vegetables quickly
come to mind. This is teppanyaki, and it’s one of those culinary
crafts that must be at the top of any diner’s list while in Japan.
With its newest restaurant, Teppanyaki Grill, the Hyatt Regency
Tokyo is making the experience more immersive than ever—and
the driving force is one of the hotel’s top cooks.

CHEF OHTANI
A Saitama native, Chef Isamu Ohtani joined Century Hyatt Tokyo—
the former name of Hyatt Regency Tokyo—as a restaurant cuisinier
in 1990, became the chef of the Italian-inspired Caffè restaurant and
of room service in 2012, and rose to the position of Chef de Cuisine–
Western in 2016.
What drives Ohtani is a passion for connecting people with
food, and teppanyaki is a favorite of his because of the personal
connection. “When I’m in the kitchen, I cannot see the customers’
faces, so I cannot tell how they react,” he said. “But at the teppan
yaki counter, I can prepare and serve right in front of them and
sense how they feel about the food. I can better understand what
the diner wants, how they would like their food cooked. That’s very
interesting to me.”
NEW FLAME
Ohtani has been shaping this passion into Teppanyaki Grill. Opening
October 1, the restaurant will feature the latest equipment for grilling
that allows temperatures to be more finely controlled. The result is
meat that is juicy and cooked exactly to each customer’s preference.
But tools are not enough. The finest ingredients must be placed
on that surface.

“We want to use the best meat, so we choose top-quality Kobe
beef. We also use Bushu beef from Saitama, raised by a longtime
friend of mine—an elementary school classmate—whom I trust.”
For seafood lovers, the menu will feature lobster, shrimp, and
abalone, a shellfish considered a delicacy in Japan. There will
also be plenty of vegetables, selected from around the country,
including famously sweet onions from Awajishima.
A selection of the best sake, wines from around the globe,
and increasingly popular Japanese wines will be available to pair
perfectly with the food.
Capturing the natural tastes of the ingredients is important to
Ohtani. He doesn’t want to add too many flavors to what nature
has provided, so he uses only the best seasonings and staples
from the Kansai region, including soy sauce, salt, rice, and eggs.
The unifying factor among these is that they all arise from the
same water source, creating a harmony that brings out the best
of the flavors.
BOLD DESIGN
The right surroundings can heighten the senses, and the design of
Teppanyaki Grill will put diners in touch with the core elements.
The interior color scheme is based on red, representing fire, heat,
and energy. Hammered copper hangs above the dark black stone
counter, which sits atop a roaring mix of deep earth-toned tiles.
Red leather chairs surround this altar to flavor, which seats 16,
creating an immersive atmosphere that connects the diner with
the natural elements from which the food is born. “We want
guests to feel the power of the ingredients,” explained Ohta.
Adjacent to this are two dining rooms, each seating six, that
echo rich earth tones to provide an equally inspiring—though
more private—environment. And, throughout, lively jazz fills the
air with energy.
There’s little doubt that this kinetic environment is the perfect
setting for Ohtani’s teppanyaki passion. For those seeking the
height of Japanese flavors and an experience that will stay with
you for years to come, the sizzle of Teppanyaki Grill awaits. n

For reservations:

+81 3 3348 1234
tokyo.regency.hyatt.com
/en/hotel/dining.html
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Ascott Marunouchi Tokyo
celebrates its first birthday

S

erviced residences provide comfort, privacy, and—for those
traveling for extended periods on business—the perfect
environment for bringing along the family. Having loved ones
along for the trip makes staying away from home a little bit easier.
As one of the leading global owner-operators of serviced
residences, The Ascott Limited has been a part of Tokyo’s
serviced-residence market for 15 years, with its Citadines and
Somerset brands. A wholly owned subsidiary of Singaporebased CapitaLand Limited—one of Asia’s largest real estate
companies—Ascott operates more than 500 properties in over
30 countries. But the Ascott brand itself was absent from the
Japanese capital until March 30, 2017, when Ascott Marunouchi
Tokyo opened.

TURNING ONE
The serviced residence celebrated its first anniversary in
March, and Ascott Marunouchi Tokyo General Manager
Shinichi Koshikawa spoke to The ACCJ Journal about the past
12 months and how the business has navigated its first year.
A variety of apartment types makes the Ascott Marunouchi
Tokyo ideal for all business travelers. As Koshikawa explained:
“We have seven apartment types that range from studios to
three bedrooms. Those with two or more bedrooms are very
popular with guests traveling as a group. Two-bedroom units
have two separate bathrooms, so guests can have privacy even if
they are traveling with family or friends.”
Many staying in Tokyo for business have found that the location
serves them well. “The Marunouchi-Otemachi area is the main
financial and business district of Tokyo, where many multi
national companies and the headquarters of major Japanese
banks are based,” Koshikawa said. Marunouchi is also becoming
more vital in areas other than business, making it a well-rounded
home base with many entertainment and lifestyle options.
“Supermarkets, restaurants, cafés, banks, and a beautiful park
are all within a 10-minute walk of Ascott Marunouchi Tokyo.”
To better assist guests who are often from abroad, staff
members “speak at least English and Japanese. Some of
the servers speak other languages, such as Spanish, French,
Chinese, and Korean.” According to Koshikawa, this helps
guests feel secure and at home.

FAMILY-FRIENDLY
This home-away-from-home atmosphere is important not
just to business people. “Ascott is targeting top business
executives, but many family guests are also staying with
us. We have received good feedback from families,” said
Koshikawa. Tokyo, as one of the busiest cities in the world,
can be tiring. Having a place to return to at the end of an
eventful day, where you can relax and enjoy a private space of
your own, could be just what is needed for a family holiday.
Plus, nearby Ginza is “the city’s most prestigious shopping,
dining, and entertainment district,” which gives Ascott
Marunouchi Tokyo a close social hub around which families
can stroll during their free time.
Ascott The Residence provides guests with everything they
require for a comfortable stay: separate living and dining areas,
a fully-equipped kitchen, en suite bathrooms, and modern
amenities and facilities. The serviced residence also houses a
pool, restaurant, meeting rooms, and 24-hour gym.
Over the past year, the serviced residence has expanded
activities to enhance the guest experience. “This year we began
offering free yoga classes every Wednesday morning, and our
restaurant started serving high tea in July. To heighten the
guest experience, we organized a Beaujolais Nouveau party
last November featuring fresh wines, and we keep adding new
experiences so guests can better enjoy their time at the Ascott.”
It seems that the past year has been a successful one, and
Ascott “will continue to provide world-class accommodation
and service” while upholding its reputation and further
“providing great customer value and experiences, defining
exclusive living.” n

For reservations:

+81 3 6757 0760 or
0120 914 886 (toll-free)
9:00 a.m.– 7:00 p.m.

www.the-ascott.com
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We provide Luxury Housekeeping Services for you
in your home away from home.

Highly trained
Filipino staff
with native -level English
speaking ablilities.

Dependable Housekeeping Service
Staff all have Philippine government accreditation

Daily
Cleaning
Our Services

Laundry

Cleaning duties such
as vacuuming and
scrubbing floors,
cleaning windows, kitchen,
bathroom, and toilet areas.

Tidying

Cooking

Tidying rooms and
various kinds of
support before and
after moving.

Cooking and serving
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washing dishes.

Business hours: 6am to 10pm, 7 days a week.
Pairs of staff swiftly provide services.
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washing machines, hanging,
folding, ironing, and
putting away clothes.

Miscellaneous
Support
Shopping, dropping off
and picking up
dry cleaning and parcels.

We provide service on a per-hour basis.
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( NICHIIGAKKAN CO.,LTD. )

Visit www.sunnymaid.jp/en/ for more info ▶ Sunny Maid
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Have you always wanted to get
around Japan without having to
drag your bags through crowded
stations or up and down stairs?
Then you’ll love this cool service that makes travel a breeze.
It’s easy to use—you can book on your PC or smartphone and
have your luggage transported right from the airport to your
hotel, or from hotel to hotel. There are no complicated forms
to fill out. The service is convenient, inexpensive, and leaves
you free to spend more time traveling and less time worrying
about your suitcases.
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Book online

at www.luggage-free-travel.com
and receive a QR code

2

Drop off your bags

3

by showing your QR code;
pick up your voucher

Start exploring
right away
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by showing your voucher

To experience the luxury of
leaving your bags behind, visit
www.luggage-free-travel.com
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